Cisco Headsets
Extending the secure and reliable
collaboration experience.
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Our work styles are evolving. We work in open environments that
allow us to interact freely, but we rely heavily on computers and
smartphones. People work on the go, from an office, or at home
and the devices we utilize are the critical component in staying
seamlessly connected.

Whether we’re working at our desks, roaming around, or
interacting with a team, each of us must remain intently focused
on work. Accomplishing that can be a challenge with the noise of
open workspaces and the variety of devices and applications used
to collaborate.
That’s where Cisco® Headsets come into play with a range of
professional wired and wireless headsets that seamlessly extend
the collaboration platform and fit any workstyle. They’re optimized
for use with Cisco devices, IP phones, and soft clients. Plus, they
make management and service easier than ever.

Elevate your listening and communicating to a new level
With the 500 of 700 Series headsets, you’ll enjoy premium audio
quality, powerful noise isolation, intuitive controls, exceptional
comfort, and easy maintenance to keep you connected and
immersed in a truly satisfying listening experience.

Cisco Headsets:
Any environment.
Any workstyle.
A complete portfolio
of wired and wireless
headsets that extend
the collaboration
experience to keep
you connected.
Reliable audio
performance allows
you to hear and be
heard, no matter how,
when, or where you
need to talk.
Deep integrations
between Cisco
hardware and
software enables
simple and intuitive
user experiences.
A single platform
for all your Cisco
endpoints apps, and
headsets for intelligent
management.
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Presenting the headsets that make your job feel less like work.
So, what can you expect when use a Cisco Headset? The short answer is superior audio, easy operation, and
lasting comfort. Let’s take a closer look at the many features and benefits you’ll enjoy.

Pick the perfect model
The Cisco Headset portfolio includes a range of single-ear and
dual-ear models, wired and wireless options, plus a variety of
connection options so you can experience great sound no matter
what your job requires.

Enjoy lasting comfort
The lightweight and ergonomic design of Cisco Headsets put comfort
front and center. They reduce head fatigue, so you can wear them all
day long. You may even forget you’re wearing them. The headsets are
built with quality materials including soft, multiaxial ear cups.

Hear crisp, clean audio
Our advanced ear cup design produces a full, rich sound that
enhances your experience. The clear audio makes collaboration
easier and music more enjoyable.

Experience a new level of voice quality
The microphones on Cisco Headsets deliver a premium audio
experience. The 500 Series have a unique, unidirectional
microphone design that captures wide bandwidth audio—with little
signal noise and even less distortion—so it zeros-in on your voice
and reduces background noise. The 700 Series feature clear
voice technology which is a voice honing, boom less microphone
design coupled with adaptive noise cancellation, background noise
suppression, and side tone enabling crystal clear audio. You can
count on reliable audio with Cisco Headsets.

Fine tune your microphone
The 500 Series features a microphone test that removes the guesswork
associated with tuning gain levels. You simply record yourself speaking
in your current work environment and then play the recording back
to make sure your settings are optimal*. The 700 Series microphone
automatically adjusts based on user’s environment for optimal
performance.

Shape your sound
Cisco Headsets allow you to modify your audio to ensure an optimum
listening experience rather you are on a call, listening to music, or
watching a video*.
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Ergonomic design delivers
lasting comfort
Premium audio makes every
conversation music to your
ears
Powerful noise isolation
provides audio privacy in
any workspace
Intuitive user experiences
Wireless communication allows
you to work while on the move
Flexible connection options let
you work from any device
Reliability so you can count on
your headset to work
Administration software
simplifies mass deployment
and management
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Enterprise grade security
The 700 Series have industry first enterprise-grade security
through hardware and software providing unparalleled Bluetooth
(5.0) security to help communications stay secure.

Eliminate the hassle
Manage and troubleshoot all Cisco headsets from within your
existing Cisco infrastructure. Headset management tools provide
comprehensive inventory management, remote configuration
and policy management, along with proactive diagnostics and
quick troubleshooting.
*500 Series feature requires a USB interface for headsets and a supported
Cisco IP phone.

Cisco Headsets: Any environment. Any workstyle
When it comes to office headsets, Cisco is a smart choice. We’ve long been a leader in
office communications, and we continue to create the most intelligent and intuitive collaboration
experiences possible. Besides, there’s so much to love about the Cisco Headsets. Crisp, clear
audio is only the beginning. With our range of models, you’ll find a headset that’s perfect for your
situation. You’ll stay comfortable all day long and remain productive in in any environment. You
can work wherever you want, in one spot or on the move. You’ll benefit from the peace of mind that
comes with using reliable Cisco products. The best part, though, is that all adds up to a listening and
conversing experience that makes your work far more enjoyable.
So get all the details, then hear our headsets for yourself.
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